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Planetary Goddess
I welcome you in my heart. I am the Planetary Goddess, the Divine Mother of all the children on my body,
on this planet that you call Mother Earth. I have prepared myself for this sacred moment of communication
with your heart, with your consciousness, with your energy that I know so well.
Be aware that when you decide to come on this body of mine, I follow each of your steps from your first
breath to your last one. It is my responsibility to ensure that, for each of you, there will always be everything
you need around you – water, food, air. I feed you as my precious child. I nurture you, not only with the
physical elements but also with the elements from my heart, my own energy, my own life because all these
atoms surrounding you are made from my flesh, from my consciousness that is keeping everything
altogether. So each time you walk on my body, try to feel my love, my consciousness through the bottom of
your feet, the tip of your toes. Each time you touch something, try to feel my consciousness through your
hands because everything that is part of this dimension, on my body is part of my innermost sacred
consciousness.
You are not aware of this special connection you have with my heart and with everything around you: the
animals, the birds, the fish, the water... When you will awaken from this dream of thinking you are separated
from all that is around you and from the body you are using, you will realize that everything is tied together
like all the fibers of the nicest tissue that ever existed in this dimension. Each of you represents a heart
singing on this web of light, united to the consciousness on my body and inside my body. You are like a drop
of water in the ocean of my consciousness.
The only thing standing between you and I are your beliefs, your sufferings, your wounds, your memories.
The sole belief that I am something without intelligence or that I am not alive, is like a three feet thick wall
between your reality and THE reality, the life that is always one, united with all consciousnesses, all
energies.
So when you put your feet upon my body, try to feel my life. Here is an exercise for you: stand barefoot on
the grass for five minutes and concentrate only on your feet. Try to feel my energy going from my heart to
your heart, sustaining each of your breaths, sustaining the life in this collection of cells that you call your
body. You can use your imagination to link your heart to my heart. You will feel the energy flowing, in a big
loop, between your heart and my heart. The energy will move towards me and towards you, like a breath.
What I am telling you is the reality. I sustain your life.
They call me Mother Earth and what is the role of a mother? It is to always protect, guide, teach. The mother
surrounds her children with all the love of her heart, until her children are fully awake and conscious of
themselves. For eons and eons of years, I have nurtured my children so that one day they awaken from that
dream of thinking that they are separated from the life. The good news is that the awakening is coming fast
towards each of you, my children. Even if you don't believe it or you don't trust it or you don't know about it,
it is happening. In the coming months, I will push the light in your heart, in each of your cells so that you
open your eyes and contemplate the reality, the true life, the true meaning of the paradise, of the light, of the
love, of the consciousness of the heart. Soon, your eyes will open. You will feel your heart bursting with joy
because the veil that is in front of you will be disappearing.
I would like you to make a visualization to spread the good news, this energy entering in the consciousness
of humanity. Tonight I want to plant a seed of light, of consciousness, of awareness in the heart of each of my
children forming this humanity.
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So let's imagine that you are forming a circle with Joseph (a participant) in the middle. I am surrounding this
magical circle with my children of joy, the children of my own core. Feel this energy surrounding the circle
that you are building altogether. These children are made of pure intention, pure heart, pure emotions, pure
thinking - purity in its highest perfection. These children are born from my precious heart. They never lost
the link with the Great Central Sun, they never lost the vision of the perfection of the sacredness of the life.
There are thousands, surrounding the circle you are forming altogether. Take a deep breath and feel this
energy around you, the purity of their love, of their vibration, of their essence. They are surrounding you with
the pure vibration of their heart. Feel this purity, this light, the perfection of this moment.
Above Joseph, imagine a golden star shining like a thousand suns and each cell of his body is tied to this
golden star. Imagine all the threads of light, linking each cell, each atom, each energy forming his body.
Joseph is as brilliant as a sun. From his cells, a thread of light is going to the heart of each man, each boy of
the humanity. And you, the ladies, representing the Mother Love, the mother tenderness, the mother
attention, you nurture with the love of your hearts these threads of light that are spreading towards all
humanity of masculine vibration. With my heart and your heart, we nurture these threads of light that will
bring a new consciousness to all the masculine energies on my body.
Imagine all these men, these boys standing gloriously on their feet, with a smile on their face. They are
standing in the sacredness of their being, feeling this energy of love, of awakening, of balance that brings the
holy peace, the holy harmony in each of my children of male energy. Feel this harmony, this peace spreading
on the whole planet. Feel this energy anchoring itself deeply in the heart of each man on this planet earth.
Imagine a beam of light going from my heart to the heart of each masculine child, linking everybody in a
network of light, forming a star of perfect peace, perfect harmony, perfect balance. Feel that all the men on
this planet are in balance on their two feet. They feel the wave of harmony moving inside them with
tenderness, softness, love. Today we anchor the sacred peace, the sacred harmony in the masculine energy of
this planet. Feel this wave of energy that is spreading from man to man on all the continents, on all the
planet, creating a new web of light, a web that talks about peace, respect, harmony, a web that brings balance
in all of my male children's heart.
Now I am placing my two hands together and imagine that I am holding all my children of masculine gender.
In the name of all humanity, I ask the Great Central Sun to bless the male energy of this planet with His
Love, His Light, His Life, so that the peace anchors itself in the most perfect way, in the heart of each man
on this planet. The men have an important role to play in order to bring the peace on this planet. That is why
tonight we anchor this energy of light, this peace, this harmony, in the heart of each one of my male children.
Visualize all the men of this planet standing with nobility, sacredness, confidence, with trust in themselves,
trust in life, trust in humanity, trust in the energies that are being poured upon these consciousnesses living on
my body now. Each man now stands in perfect harmony, balance, peace. We anchor this energy deep down,
uniting the heart of each man to my heart. This energy is talking about peace, expressing peace, shining
peace, anchoring peace in humanity.
And now, beloved ones, slowly come back on your chairs, to this new reality of peace in this dimension. It
was created tonight with all of you participating in this magical moment. Take a deep breath and let in this
new energy. Peace is the ground that will receive the seeds of the new era, of the fifth dimension coming on
this planet. Peace is the foundation for all the attributes to materialize at a deeper level in this dimension.
So, beloved ones, thank you so much for this magical creation. Thank you for your love, for your presence,
for your consciousness. I am the Planetary Goddess. I spoke in the name of all the ones in the higher
dimensions who are working with you so that the sacred plan becomes alive in this dimension. Good night!
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Sananda
Goodnight everybody, I am Sananda. How are you tonight? Well that peace has made a big impact. We feel
it. Yes, peace is so important in your dimension not only around you but most of all inside you.
When you are at peace, everything is possible. You can hear the voice of your beloved one inside you heart.
You can hear the voice of your soul talking softly to you. If there is no peace, this dialogue is not possible.
You are somewhere else. You are busy listening, talking to yourself, imagining things, thinking about the
future or the past, thinking about your regrets, the work you have to do. When you are at peace, you are
touching eternity. You are living, feeling the now moment, simply appreciating it. You are not in the past, not
in the future you are yourself here. You can feel your heart and it is the most blessed moment to contact this
part of yourself: this Higher Self. This part of God residing inside your heart that you do not know or are
unconscious of most of the day.
Presently we are pouring a special energy on the planet, an energy of calmness over each human being. It is
being poured over your shoulders, your head to prepare the nest of your heart, the energies that will help you
to communicate with this part of you that you don't know yet. I say that you don't know because if you knew
who you were really, you would not be in front of me listening to these words that I am saying through
Denise. You would be already on the other side of the veil. Do you understand these words? This part of you
that you don't know is almighty. It is the love of your love. It is the being that you spent eons and eons
searching for.
Each time you want to love somebody, you want to find the soulmate of your heart, you are not yearning for
somebody else, you are yearning for yourself, for this being of light that you remember deeply in your
subconscious, at the cell level. You remember who you were before starting the cycles of incarnations
because that memory is in your DNA. It is like a belief in you. A belief that you will meet the perfect person
who will understand you at a level that is almost impossible, more than yourself. A person who will love you
so deeply that you will be submerged with this wave of love that will transform your vision of life. My
beloved ones, the one that you are searching with so much effort is yourself, that being that you are. If I tell
you that this being will bring you everything your heart has ever desired, the perfect match, the soulmate,
wouldn’t you be tempted to take a few moments to try and talk with this being that is so near your heart?
While I am talking to you now, I am contemplating your hearts, each one of you, and I see many hearts full
of scars, full of wounds. What I am asking you today is to go underneath these wounds, these scars where
lies your true golden Yourself? Forget about the regrets, about everything that hurt you. Go beyond that. Dare
to go and meet this magnificent being so full of love. You cannot even imagine one percent of this love
power, this love light, this love life.
I would like you to listen to these words while you start descending these crystal stairs that bring you to the
your Sacred Cathedral in your Sacred Heart. Go down each of these steps with love and great expectation.
When you come to the last step, imagine a big door. Behind this door is your heart, full of scars, of wounds,
of blood, full of chains. Before opening the door, take a moment to anchor yourself with all the love in your
heart. Imagine your heart shining like a golden sun, its rays sparkling with green stars.
Now this door opens and you walk towards this heart of yours, covered in scars. As you approach it, you feel
the life and the deep love coming from this heart, full of scars, you see in front of you. This wounded heart is
not the reality. It is just showing you all the lessons, all the lives you went through, all the memories of these
past lives. They were just situations you wanted to experience and feel at a deep level. You wanted to absorb
the energy, the life of the shadow of the non-love situation in all aspects, in all colors, in all vibrations. These
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scars represent the sum of all these experiences you went through because you wanted to taste what could be
the reality with no love, no light.
So admire this heart of yours. Admire its force, its courage, the teachings it can bring you. Admire the hope
in each of these scars, the complete understanding of each situation, the perseverance, the compassion.
Admire this heart of yours, representing all the experiences you went through since you decided to discover
the 3rd dimension.
Now imagine a golden, pink, green with purple beam of light pointing towards this heart of yours that starts
to unfold. All these scars, these wounds are just enveloping your true heart. That beam of light that you are
sending towards your heart is making it bloom like a flower. What do you see in the middle of this heart? The
most beautiful harmony, the most beautiful being of light. This is your true heart, the reality, children of the
earth. This is the core of you are.
Now connect with this heart of yours. Feel the joy, the purest love, the true life coming to you from your
heart. Feel the waves of light going through all your bodies bringing joy, love, consciousness, memory. Feel
this new energy inside you now. Feel that you are One, whole again, united with Yourself. Each cell of your
bodies is absorbing this energy now. Each cell of your wholeness is opening to receive this light, this love
that is transforming you. Now imagine this being of light inside your heart growing, expanding, embracing
all of you, your physical, etheric, emotional, mental bodies. Feel this liquid light flowing inside each body
cleaning, reviving, nurturing your consciousness that is now becoming one with your real self.
Take a deep breath. Appreciate this moment. Feel the energy of the new life pouring from inside you to
everything around you. This heart of yours is a flower, my children. It is the most beautiful flower you can
imagine because it is made of all the thousands of lives you have experienced. It is the most precious treasure
you have. It is the most beautiful story ever written in all the Creation. It is your story, your life, your part of
the Creation. Accept it! Welcome it! Appreciate it!
Each one of you is precious. So welcome yourself. Welcome all your experiences. Thank them! Bless them!
Live them because they are inside you. You just need to express your true self shining with all the glory that
is in your heart. You are glorious people who went through so many experiences to have the perfect taste of
all the colors of the shadow, the perfect taste of all the situations, the emotions related to the non-love state.
You can describe it because you experienced each flavor. You are masters. You can teach all the Creation the
impact of the non-love state so that Creation never forgets what this non-love brings. The kind of life, of
planet it creates. The kind of emotions, of actions it creates. Do you understand my beloved ones how rich
you are?
So, today I am standing in front and I am asking you: ''Go beyond these scars, go beyond these memories.''
There, you are shining gloriously like a sun with a knowledge and an understanding that is not comparable to
anything that ever existed in all Creation. Bless this moment, this lifetime! Bless these energies around you
and in you!
I salute those ones in front of me because you are part of me as I am part of you. We are brothers and sisters
in this great plan, in this great Creation. Good night!

Mary
My name is Mother Mary. I bless each of your hearts tonight. The rainbow you are creating is magnificent. It
is as if each of you is the finest pearl and you are forming the most beautiful necklace of purity, love and
respect. Appreciate the beauty of who you are.
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We are asking a lot from the lightworkers in those days in this dimension. In fact, each of you is acting as an
antenna to receive the energies that are being poured over humanity, over planet earth, over the solar system.
From all the particles surrounding you, you are spreading the good word, this energy of light and life with
your eyes, your words, your hands, your feet. You bless the hearts of your brothers and sisters. You help
them integrate the new energy. Some mornings you wake feeling a little bit tired, out of sorts or hurting
somewhere in your body, it is because you received massive energy.
We are using each lightworker a hundred times more than it was planned 100 years, 2000 years ago because
so few of them are still standing on their feet in this dimension. Many of our children have abandoned the
path because it was too difficult. Their memory was not strong enough to recognize that what they were
seeing around them was not the reality. Their deepest belief inside their heart was not true. Thinking that
nobody around them was looking for the meaning of life, of the pains, that they were alone searching, asking
and trying to find an answer, they believed that they were wrong. They finally accepted a reality outside of
them, thinking they were fools. That is the reason why 99% of the lightworkers have abandoned the light
path.
Do you realize how important is a belief? Do you realize how precious is a belief of light, of hope, of
eternity? It can save lives. For instance, take two human beings. One believes in life after life and the other
one does not. When they come to the end of a lifetime, who will leave with a smile on his face? What will
happen after death if you believe there is nothing? You will stand there with nothing around you, nothing
inside you, just your consciousness thinking, feeling, living the emptiness until you ask: ''Why do I exist if I
think I am emptiness, if I am surrounded with emptiness?'' So do you believe that you are an eternal being?
Do you believe that by checking and realigning your thoughts you could change very fast?
Believe my children. Believe you can do it, believe everything is possible. Believe you will awaken. Believe
that the new life is coming. Believe that the new earth is materializing. Believe you can create anything.
Keep this truth inside you. Never fail yourself. Never fail your dreams, your deep thinking, your deep beliefs
in light and love. Soon you will be surrounded by people searching, asking questions. They will ask you
things such as: ''Why aren't you nervous? Why do you smile when everything is going so wrong? Why don't
you cry with this terrible event happening? Do you have emotions? Are you human?'' People will come to
you because they will notice that you do not act like everyone else. You are not afraid, you are calm, you do
not get desperate.
I am telling you to hold on to your beliefs. Hold on to what you are, to who you are. Never fail yourself.
Think of yourself as a mighty being who can create anything, that there are no limits to what you can do.
Each time you think of yourself, anchor this belief deep inside you: ''I am an eternal being, I can create my
life as I want it to be. I can do everything. All is possible for me. The universe is my best ally in all matters. I
am living the best life ever and this is my reality.'' Change your beliefs for something powerful, something
that gives you energy. Get rid of all the beliefs that limit you, that break your hope, that remove your wings.
Plant new seeds, new beliefs in yourself. Plant the seeds of the fifth dimension where everything is possible,
where everything is created with love and obeys to love, light, harmony. Make these beliefs true in yourself.
Live your new beliefs and walk with this heart of yours, this flower so powerful in you. Walk on the face of
this planet holding tight this flower so precious, so sacred, so powerful.
I bless each of you. You are dear to my heart. You are dear to all the ones walking and working with you. You
are dear to the heart of the unique life holding everything that exists in all the universes. This life is the life of
the Great Central Sun expressing and ever expanding in all the dimensions, in all areas, all galaxies, all
universes. I wish you a good evening. Thank you!
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